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ABSTRACT

The thesis is about Billy’s psychological trauma in Kurt Vonnegut’s
Slaughterhouse-Five. The objective of the research is to exsplain about the
symptoms of trauma experienced by Billy, the triggers of Billy's trauma, and ways
of Billy’s dealing with his trauma. The analysis uses literary theory of trauma by
Cathy Caruth. Because trauma relates to psychology, the psychological approach is
used in this research. The findings show that symptoms experienced by Billy are
recurrent uncontrollable memories of past traumatic events, losing his enthusiasm
for life, delusive about Tralfamadorian planet as well as his adventure in time, and
sleep disturbance followed by weeping for no reason. The causes of Billy’s trauma
are the result of his participation in world war 2 where he witnesses many horrific
events like the bombing event in Dresden city, and getting humiliation as well as
harsh treatment from his fellow soldiers, fellow prisoners, and German soldiers. The
other causes is facing the events after the 2nd world war that exacerbates his trauma
that is the plane crash he is travelling in and the death of his wife due to carbon
monoxide poisoning. Way of Billy’s dealing with his trauma is the indirect way in
his unconcious state which relates to his delusif Tralfamadorian planet and traveling
in time. Tralfamadorian planet is simply Billy’s imaginary place which is quiet and
peaceful and his traveling in time that he believes.
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